Esaliency (extended saliency): meaningful attention using stochastic image modeling.
Computer vision attention processes assign variable-hypothesized importance to different parts of the visual input and direct the allocation of computational resources. This nonuniform allocation might help accelerate the image analysis process. This paper proposes a new bottom-up attention mechanism. Rather than taking the traditional approach, which tries to model human attention, we propose a validated stochastic model to estimate the probability that an image part is of interest. We refer to this probability as saliency and thus specify saliency in a mathematically well-defined sense. The model quantifies several intuitive observations, such as the greater likelihood of correspondence between visually similar image regions and the likelihood that only a few of interesting objects will be present in the scene. The latter observation, which implies that such objects are (relaxed) global exceptions, replaces the traditional preference for local contrast. The algorithm starts with a rough preattentive segmentation and then uses a graphical model approximation to efficiently reveal which segments are more likely to be of interest. Experiments on natural scenes containing a variety of objects demonstrate the proposed method and show its advantages over previous approaches.